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Group decisions raise a number of substantial philosophical and methodological issues. We
focus on the goal of the group decision exercise itself. We ask: What should be counted as a
good group decision-making result? The right decision might not be accessible to, or please,
any of the group members. Conversely, a popular decision can fail to be the correct decision.
In this paper we discuss what it means for a decision to be “right” and what components
are required in a decision process to produce happy decision-makers. Importantly, we
discuss how “right” decisions can produce happy decision-makers, or rather, the conditions
under which happy decision-makers and right decisions coincide. In a large range of
contexts, we argue for the adoption of formal consensus models to assist in the group decision-making process. In particular, we advocate the formal consensus convergence model
of Lehrer and Wagner (1981), because a strong case can be made as to why the underlying
algorithm produces a result that should make each of the experts in a group happy. Arguably,
this model facilitates true consensus, where the group choice is effectively each person’s individual choice. We analyse Lehrer and Wagner’s algorithm for reaching consensus on group
probabilities/utilities in the context of complex decision-making for conservation biology.
While many conservation decisions are driven by a search for objective utility/probability
distributions (regarding extinction risks of species and the like), other components of conservation management primarily concern the interests of stakeholders. We conclude with
cautionary notes on mandating consensus in decision scenarios for which no fact of the
matter exists. For such decision settings alternative types of social choice methods are more
appropriate.
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Introduction
Group decisions raise a number of substantial philosophical and methodological
issues. Here we wish to focus on the goal of the group decision exercise itself: is there
an objectively correct answer to the question of what the group ought to do? After all,
the right decision (with respect to empirical facts) might not be obvious to anyone, and
thus might not please any of the group members. And conversely, a popular decision
can fail to be the correct decision. Here we explore how the approach taken to social
choices should depend on whether there really is a fact of the matter regarding what is
the best action, and whether such facts are accessible to group members. A group in the
business of determining the right course of action may need a certain methodology for
group decision-making. On the other hand, if the exercise is the more modest one of
ensuring that the decision-makers are happy, a different approach to the group decision process may be warranted.
We thus consider the relationship between right decisions and happy decisionmakers. It is worth noting upfront, however, that our understanding of “happy” decision-makers is a rather qualified one. Here we will put aside the extreme case of where
the group decision exercise is intended to merely make the group members happy in
some psychological sense. Rather, we use the term “happy” in a normative sense; our
interest is in the sort of group decision process that ought to make individual contributors happy upon rational reflection. To this end we consider the nature of the group
process and the features that should make for happy decision-makers, given a specific
context.
The issues we address have implications in many practical settings. We will highlight
the practical significance of the issues by focusing on various conservation management decisions. Such decisions are particularly interesting in this regard. First, the decisions in question are not driven by pure matters of taste—there is often significant
scientific input into the decision process—so it would seem that for the most part the
search is for the right decision, as determined by the facts. The experts involved in
conservation management decisions, however, usually display a diverse range of expertise and knowledge, from social and political sciences to ecology and natural resource
management. As we shall see, these issues complicate the question of whether the
objectively correct decision is accessible to individual group members, and what kind
of decision process ought to make the members of a group happy. Indeed, it is widely
held that diverse input, when synthesized in an appropriate way, will also lead to the
right decision. Secondly, while not pure matters of taste, many conservation decisions
ultimately affect stakeholders that have differing agendas. Moreover, in many applied
conservation contexts, there is a mandate for diverse stakeholder groups to come to
agreement on a course of action (Brower, Reedy, and Yelin-Kefer 2001; Gregory,
Daniels, and Fields 2001). In such contexts it is believed that the act will have a greater
chance of success if all parties are happy with it, irrespective of the rightness of the
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decision. In this paper, we explore the intersection of these two ideals: happiness and
rightness.
Before we start on the main topic we need to say a little about the coherence of
the notion of a group decision. As in decisions elsewhere, group decisions depend
on utilities (or at least preferences) and probabilities (most commonly, subjective
probabilities). But both of these notions seem to be essentially tied to an individual.
The very ideas of group subjective probability and group preferences might seem
mistaken. Indeed, some researchers caution that if experts do not have similar views
then it is meaningless to aggregate values of individuals into a group preference
(Bolloju 2001; O’Leary 1993). This paper addresses this very issue. Our notion of
happy decision-makers is tied to whether the selected group aggregation process is
meaningful and warranted in the context in which it is used. We take a moment,
however, to survey prior foundational work on this issue, starting with group
preferences.
There is a rich and interesting literature on the problem of determining group preferences from individual preferences (e.g. Arrow 1963; Harsanyi 1976; Sen 1970). Of
course the existence of this literature, in itself, doesn’t guarantee the coherence of the
notion of group preferences. Indeed, one of the lessons one might take from Arrow’s
(1963) famous impossibility result is that group preferences are quite unlike individual
preferences. But still we must, and we do, determine group preferences from individual
preferences—in many situations a decision must be made by the group. An election,
for instance, is nothing other than an attempt to determine group preferences from the
individual preferences of the voters. The approach we explore in this paper is different
from, but is in the tradition of, Arrow (1963), Harsanyi (1976) and Sen (1970) of determining group preferences from individual preferences.
Making sense of group subjective probabilities is a little more difficult. But there
must be some sense to be made of group beliefs. For example, society at large has a
strong (but not universally high) degree of belief in the theory of evolution, and this
belief has increased since 1859. Pettit (2004) goes so far as to suggest that at least some
community groups with an explicit agenda can be considered institutional persons, in
that they are required to exhibit consistency in their judgements over time. Moreover,
such group judgements can be understood as supervening on, as opposed to being
mere aggregations of individual judgements, on account of what is known as the
“discursive dilemma” (Pettit 2004; Pettit and List 2004).1 Here we are talking about
determining group probabilities over propositions, rather than binary acceptance of
propositions, but similar issues regarding the group aggregation process arise. We
might consider impossibility results such as the “discursive dilemma” to cast doubt on
the coherence of group judgement, or else, like Pettit, we might think that such results
demonstrate that groups have a “life of their own” and are not mere aggregations of
individuals. In any case, making sense of group beliefs is again something that needs to
be done independently of present purposes. So having addressed, if not dispensed with,
concerns about the core notions employed in group choice, let us move on to the issue
of the objectivity of probabilities and utilities. This lies at the heart of the notion of right
decisions.
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Section 1: “Right” Decisions and Why They are Hard to Come By
Let us consider a “right” decision to be one that results in the objectively correct choice
of action, given the information available. Clearly there is still a substantial question
about what this amounts to. Within standard decision theory the goal is always the
maximization of expected utility. In this framework, once we have decided on the
“right” probability and utility functions, there is a fact of the matter about the ranking
of two actions; the best action at our disposal (though sometimes there will not be a
unique such action) will be the one with greatest expected utility. This final calculation
is the least contentious aspect of decision-making. Of more interest is whether we can
in the first place determine “right” probability and utility functions. In this discussion
we will use a hard-line definition of “rightness”—we will consider “right” probability
and utility functions to be those that are objectively correct, given the available
evidence and decision context. If we define “right” probabilities and utilities in this
way, then there is no distinction between what is “right” for a single decision-maker
and what is “right” for a group (so long as the same evidence is available to all group
members). Either the probabilities and utilities are correct when compared with the
way the world is, or they are not. The question is whether this kind of “rightness” is
generally accessible to decision-makers, or even makes sense.
Consider probabilities first. It is not too implausible that for all states of the world
there is a (perhaps unknown) fact of the matter about what the objective probability
is.2 For instance, it is generally accepted that an ordinary coin has an objective probability of 0.5 for landing heads, provided the context or experimental set-up is one in
which the coin is tossed fairly. Where there is much (relevant) frequency data available,
talk of objective probabilities seems warranted. Indeed, there are some well known
convergence theorems in the Bayesian literature (see Earman 1992) showing that any
initial probabilistic belief function over events of the right type will eventually converge
on a singular (objective) probability distribution, given sufficient frequency data. So in
principle at least, if there are objective chances and every individual in the group aligns
their degrees of belief with these objective chances, then we could arrive at group probabilities on objective grounds. This is all well and good, however, for simple kinds of
events that lend themselves to endless repetition, like coin tosses. More complex
events, such as those concerning ecosystem functioning that are likely to arise in
conservation contexts, make talk of objective probabilities seem out of place. Objective
chances for such events may theoretically exist, but they are a matter of speculation
rather than fact.
Next consider utilities. Here is where the most serious difficulties lie. It seems
implausible that even individual utility functions have an objective basis, let alone that
group utility functions are objective. This particular issue arises in conservation
management regularly when individuals disagree on the utility of alternative outcomes
resulting from an environmental management decision. Consider restoration of an
anthropogenically disturbed natural area (e.g. damming of a river that drowns an
existing lake and creates an artificial lake, such as Lake Pedder in Tasmania, Australia).
Suppose one places very high value on the resultant artificial lake and its ecosystem and
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believes that any perceived utility in the restoration of the lake to its original state (by
decommissioning the dam and reintroducing lost species and substrate) is substantially outweighed by the costs of restoration and the uncertainty that such a state could
be achieved (Crowley 1999). Another individual might place little to no value on the
lake due to its unnatural creation and perceive that any costs incurred in restoration
would be substantially outweighed by the ecological and aesthetic value gained in shifting the system closer to its natural state prior to the building of the dam. These types of
debates regarding the value of restoration occur regularly in conservation biology
(Hildebrand, Watts, and Randle 2005). Who is right here? To what might we appeal to
settle such a disagreement over values? Even if there is a “God’s-eye point of view”
from which there is an objectively correct answer, that vantage point is not available to
human decision-makers.
It is important to recognize, however, that subjectivity doesn’t mean that anything
goes with respect to utilities. There are formal constraints on admissible utility functions (the von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms)3 and it might also be argued that
there are some further ethical constraints (see Colyvan, Cox, and Steele forthcoming). Moreover, the decision context might be suitably narrow so as to make a particular choice of utility function the “right” one. For example, suppose that saving a
particular species from extinction is the agreed goal of all members in the group.
Then the utility function should be such that, with a suitable ceteris paribus clause,
outcomes that yield the highest chance of persistence for the species have greatest
utility (Maguire, Seal, and Brussard 1987; Regan et al. 2005). (If saving a particular
species was the primary, but not the only, goal, then we might choose utility functions that reflect some minimum requirement for risk of extinction, and which then
seek to optimize other social preferences.) Of course, due to problems of complexity,
the objective chance of persistence of a species will not be obvious to decisionmakers, nevertheless the utilities in a decision problem, like the probabilities, may
concern matters of fact.
Even in the limited decision contexts where it is agreed that utilities should reflect
facts about the world, decision-makers will not have direct access to these objective
facts. Likewise, while in some contexts the relevant objective probabilities may be
obvious to decision-makers, our comments above indicate that these kinds of decision situations are few and far between. Admittedly, even when objective probabilities
and utilities are not known exactly, the right course of action might still be obvious to
a group, because one option might have greatest expected utility according to all plausible probability and utility pairs. This kind of testing is known as “sensitivity analysis”; the aim is to determine how robust a particular choice is, given error estimates
for the probability and/or utility distributions. Just as objective facts pertinent to a
decision are rarely clear-cut, it will also be rare for one option to be the best act under
any conceivable probability/utility assignment. The decision-makers must make use
of best-estimate probability and utility distributions. Deciding on appropriate error
margins and determining how such uncertainty should affect choice are very important further considerations (see Halpern et al. 2006). We do not address this kind of
uncertainty (uncertainty about probability distributions and utility assignments) in
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this paper; we focus rather on group agreement about best-estimate probabilities
and utilities. Making links with decision models that accommodate uncertainty
would be a useful and important extension of this work. In the next section we pursue
the issue of why it is legitimate for experts to endorse different best-estimate probability distributions.
Section 2: Why Diversity of Opinion is Desirable
We might accept that there is an objectively correct probability distribution relevant to
a particular decision context. But if the desired objective probability is unknown, a
decision-maker can hardly appeal to the authority of the objective probability. In practice, we can only work with whatever information is available, and adjust the result
according to the pertinent background information. (Of course, one option might be
to gather more evidence, however, when there is an imperative to make a decision, as
there is in many conservation applications, this is often not possible.) For instance, in
order to estimate the chance of survival of a captively-bred Sumatran rhino reintroduced into the wild, it would be advantageous if the wildlife manager had access to
frequency information pertaining to a large group of reintroduced Sumatran rhinos
that are identical to this rhino in all respects causally relevant to the particular scenario
under consideration. Then we might say that the wildlife manager’s probability estimate was objectively correct. In practice, of course, the wildlife manager can only use
the imperfect information available (based on a small number of prior reintroductions
of Sumatran rhinos or similar species and perhaps other non-frequency-based information), and tailor the probability estimate according to the relevant peculiarities of
the captively-bred rhino and its proposed new habitat. (For a discussion of the consequences of using imperfect frequency information in captive breeding decisions for the
Sumatran rhino, see Rabinowitz 1995).
We want to emphasize here that good probability judgements almost always
require subjective expert judgement. In nearly all contexts sufficient frequency data is
simply not available,4 and so probability estimates must be fashioned according to
the particularities of the case in question. But the expertise that a single individual
brings to bear on a probability estimate will depend on past experience and training
(leaving aside personal bias for the moment), the particular aspects of the system that
he/she is most familiar with, the particular model favoured, and so on. For complex
multi-faceted systems, such as those likely to be involved in conservation decisions,
any one expert will only understand a portion of all the relevant details. This highlights the importance of consulting a range of experts—they will ideally have differing
and complementary insights about the structure of the system and the processes
involved. This is division of labour in research and decision-making. It is clearly
required in decision contexts such as those that are the focus of this paper. Diversity
of opinion amongst experts is not just something that we must deal with because it is
inevitable, it is also a desirable state of affairs resulting from the fact that experts have
differing specialties and motivational biases and thus see things from differing
perspectives.
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Section 3: Benefits of a Structured Group Decision Process
We argue that if members of a group recognize and value the importance of disagreement among experts, they will see group decision-making as an exercise in negotiating
different opinions, rather than a debate about who is right. For the moment, we focus
on decisions that require the input of scientific experts rather than the full spectrum of
stakeholders. We have more to say about cases involving conflicting stakeholder interests later. Our interest is in how an expert group comes to accept a particular probability distribution in the course of decision-making. (We are also interested in how an
expert group comes to accept a utility distribution; for many kinds of decisions we are
considering, utilities can be treated similarly to probabilities, provided they are
normalized distributions. We have more to say about utilities later.) Given that we
want experts to take their role in a group decision process seriously, it is important that
they be happy with how their opinion is taken into account. Furthermore, it is often in
the interest of the scientific community at large to project a unified opinion to the
public, as the handling of issues such as global climate change will attest to. We want to
know what kind of group process, then, will make for happy expert decision-makers.
There is a great deal in the literature describing the kinds of processes that result in
group member satisfaction (Clemen 1996; Engelhardt and Caplan 1986; Kaplan 1992;
Valverde 2001). Group member satisfaction is more likely to occur when each
members’ views are acknowledged and incorporated in the decision-making process.
Group member satisfaction is less likely in situations where marginalization and bullying occur, or when members are forced to defer to the view of a dominant member
against their will. Group members generally expect that the negotiation process will
come to some resolution with a group decision at the end of it.
A well-functioning group may engage in constructive group debate that concludes
with the acceptance of a group probability function, but anyone who has sat on a
committee, or been a member of a family, cooperative or social group will agree that
this is by no means guaranteed. In most situations, if there are not measures to ensure
that all group members have a say, then less assertive members will not be heard and
thus will not contribute to the final result. Just assuming that informal discussion will
lead to group agreement is a dangerous ideal that will generally lead to the wishes of the
dominant members being forced upon the rest (Peterson, Peterson, and Peterson
2005). Some of the problems that can occur in group decision-making exercises for
which there are no consensus processes are: a dominant group member can manipulate
group members to reach a position these other members do not hold (Hamilton 2003;
Steinel and De Dreu 2004); the formation of social cliques within the group can isolate
and alienate other group members that have unique expertise (Thomas-Hunt, Ogden,
and Neale 2003); and idiosynchronies of group size and group member status can lead
to deference to a single group member irrespective of that member’s depth of knowledge (Ohtsubo and Masuchi 2004). Deference to a dominant group member, due to
demonstrated self-assurance, or straight out intimidation, irrespective of that
member’s level of expertise, is a problem with serious consequences in group decisionmaking for environmental problems, especially in light of recent studies revealing the
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complex (and often inverse) relationship between self-assurance and predictive accuracy (and indeed expertise and predictive accuracy, see Tetlock 2005).
A great deal has also been written on how groups should systematically determine a
shared probability distribution, given the differing views of members. The methods are
typically categorized as either behavioural or formal (Burgman 2005). The distinction
concerns the extent to which numerical methods are employed to ensure that individual opinions converge upon a group result. Formal methods dictate mathematically
how individual estimates should be combined; behavioural methods advocate a
process of discussion and reflection, but ultimately rely on group members to update
their individual estimates in whatever manner they each see fit. The two categories are
not necessarily exclusive. Almost all group decisions are likely to be enhanced by an
initial structured discussion allowing members to share evidence, state their position,
question others’ conclusions and update their own views.5 Behavioural methods
address this aspect of the decision process (Burgman 2005). For example, discussion
might be structured such that each group member is able to articulate the reasoning
behind their probability estimate. Reasons for differences might then be debated and
mere confusions addressed. Some methods combine behavioural and formal processes
to reach a final group result. One such method that is commonly used in conservation
and environmental decision-making contexts is the Delphi method (this method is
outlined in Burgman 2005, along with other methods that combine behavioural and
formal techniques). The Delphi method involves a number of stages whereby group
members submit their probability estimates (or views) via questionnaires and are then
provided with group statistics such as the modal probability estimate and the interquartile range; this information may then be used by members to reassess their own
probability estimate (using whatever method each member sees fit), and the process is
repeated again for the revised values, and so on until the group hopefully comes to some
resolution.
While we value the communicative aspect of decision-making, and recognize the
importance of theoretical work in devising formats for successful group discussion, we
nonetheless draw attention to what we consider to be important ingredients of a happy
decision: that the process is repeatable and it terminates. A decision process is repeatable if the same inputs (at a particular stage of the process) would subsequently yield
the same result. The process is said to terminate if it guarantees a single group probability distribution, or failing this, the process has an identifiable point of completion,
even if the group is left with a set of probability distributions amongst which no further
distinctions can be made. The problem with behavioural aggregation processes is that
they do not assure either of these characteristics. The Delphi technique is more explicit
than others with respect to what information should guide revision of probability estimates; group statistics are provided at every stage, with the expectation that group
members will reassess their own probability estimates in the light of others’ contributions. But the procedure nonetheless lacks guidance as to how this individual updating
should be done. Furthermore, there is no obvious motive for individuals to refine their
probability estimates on the basis of group statistics. It is simply expected that they will
each defer to the group as a whole, but the manner in which each does so will not be
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identical, and any one member need not employ a consistent updating rationale. That
all members will eventually converge on one probability distribution is merely wishful
thinking.
It is important to bear in mind the distinction between consensus and compromise.
In discussions of both behavioural and formal probability aggregation methods, it is
generally assumed that the end result of the group procedure is a consensus probability
distribution, rather than a mere compromise. But “consensus” tends to be used loosely.
As we understand the distinction, at least, consensus is the state where all agents come
to agree on the matter in question; compromise is where the agents do not agree about
the matter in question but they agree, in the spirit of co-operation, to settle for something other than what they believe to be best. So, for example, a committee charged
with determining how much money to devote to purchasing land for a wildlife reserve,
may start out disagreeing on the appropriate amount but after discussion all committee
members come to agree on an appropriate amount. This would be consensus. On the
other hand, the discussion might not lead to anyone changing their view about the
appropriate amount to be devoted to the wildlife reserve but the group may decide, for
example, to average the amounts recommended by the committee members. This is a
compromise. In general, formal (mathematical) methods such as averaging achieve
compromise. Here, we outline a formal method for achieving consensus. It is clear that
while compromises have their virtues, all other things being equal, consensus is preferable. By its very nature, consensus ensures that every member of the group gets what
they want—everyone is happy. Compromise, on the other hand, does not ensure this.
Indeed, compromise can often result in nobody getting what they want—the average,
for example, does not necessarily coincide with the preferences or beliefs of any group
member.
Section 4: Why We Should be Happier with Formal Consensus
Formal consensus methods prescribe particular methods for combining individual
probability estimates. (The particular method we will focus on aims for genuine
“consensus”, or so we will argue.) We have stressed that structured group discussion
remains an initial phase allowing members to discuss the evidence pertaining to an
unknown consequence or forecast. But at some point the discussion reaches its limit
(i.e. when all evidence has been identified and no one in the group is further moved by
others’ arguments regarding the significance of the evidence). Lehrer and Wagner
(1981) refer to this state of collective stand-off as reflective equilibrium (i.e. each individual has reached their own private conclusions based on the information at hand).
At this point in the decision process, a formal method for aggregating the probability
estimates of individual members is most appropriate. As stated, a formal method
ensures repeatability and the termination of the decision process, given a set of inputs
from individual group members. It is important to employ the formal method at the
point of reflective equilibrium—we want members to have refined their probability
distributions on the basis of evidence and arguments that have been brought to their
attention, and not purely out of deference to others. Admittedly it may be difficult for
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experts to distinguish clearly between instances in which they are swayed by argument
and instances in which they are swayed by another’s reputation, but it is at least plausible that people are conscious of this distinction to some extent.6
Some object to any sort of formal group decision method, claiming that it effectively
takes a decision out of the hands of the group or committee. But formal methods are
not intended to alienate human decision-makers; the formal method merely models
the behaviour of a well-functioning group. This is an important point. While formal
methods are normative and employ precise mathematical algorithms, justification for
these methods depends on what are considered characteristics of a well-functioning
group. Even if there are no observed cases of groups spontaneously functioning in such
a structured manner, models can nonetheless act as idealized descriptions of the world.
In any case, formal consensus methods are justified only insofar as they appeal to our
reflected intuitions about what makes for a good consensus decision. They are intended
to model the process by which an ideal agent updates his/her opinions based on the
opinions of others in the group. Such formal methods are no more alienating than, say,
a single decision-maker setting up a decision table to work out his/her expected utilities
and thus what course of action he/she should pursue. If the alienation objection stands,
it stands as an objection to all formal models used in all aspects of decision-making. But
this is taking things way too far. There is nothing alienating about formal models per
se. We should not think that a population model, for instance, used to make decisions
about conserving endangered species, makes predictions that have no connection to
our observations of the world, and nor should we think that a consensus model gives
decision results that have no relation to “real life” decision-making.
There is the further question of what justifies formal consensus methods. It might be
argued that individual persons are the best judges of their own beliefs. Why then do we
need a formal algorithm to help us update our beliefs in response to the differing opinions of our colleagues? Answered simply, formal consensus methods are supposed to
reflect how ideal agents reason, and we do not all act as ideal agents all of the time.
Often (arguably always) our reasoning is fallible, and updating beliefs in the context of
a group decision is no exception. Kahneman and Tversky (e.g. 1982) have brought
considerable attention to the common mistakes we tend to make in individual choice
situations. If we employ a formal consensus method at the point of reflective equilibrium for a group, then we can avoid any mistakes in reasoning that group members
may happen to make. A standard formal decision method is likely to be more reliable
than the reasoning process of group members. Moreover, such methods are carefully
designed so that they obey various principles or axioms that seem intuitively desirable.
We would be wise to make use of this specialized work in judgement aggregation. A
group that is convened to decide upon the best management plan for protecting a
particular species will consist of experts in pertinent areas of ecology, botany and the
like, but we do not expect these same persons to be experts in methods of consensus.
Once an assembled group of experts have benefited from one another’s knowledge
about the relevant facts underpinning a probability estimate, there is arguably nothing
further for them to decide upon that cannot be done better by a well-planned formal
consensus method.
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As can be expected, there is controversy among decision theorists as to what model
best describes how a well-functioning group ideally behaves. Argument revolves
around how well the models appear to be motivated, and also, in the tradition of Arrow,
what axiomatic structure these models have. (Note that the group choice scenarios we
have been considering are different from that featured in Arrow’s impossibility theorem because we are assuming that for many expert decisions interpersonal comparison
of utility is valid.7) Reviews of the competing formal consensus methods have been
done elsewhere (see Cooke 1991; French 1985; Winkler 1968). Here, we outline one
method in particular—the consensus convergence model of Lehrer and Wagner
(1981)—because a single example is sufficient for our purposes. Moreover, there is
considerable agreement about what kinds of properties a good consensus model should
have. For instance, a straightforward desirable property is “unanimity”, which holds
that “if all members agree on a probability, then the combined probability must also
agree” (Clemen and Winkler 1999, 189). The Lehrer–Wagner model satisfies unanimity, as well as a number of other conditions (Lehrer and Wagner 1981). Moreover, the
model is well justified; Lehrer and Wagner give a convincing account of how their
method for rational consensus models the way an agent should reason when his/her
views differ from others whose opinion he/she respects.
Before continuing let us outline the Lehrer–Wagner method.8 The algorithm is as
follows: at the point of reflective equilibrium group members each nominate a probability estimate and also provide weightings of respect for all other members of the
group. If these initial probability estimates differ, each member computes a revised
estimate that is the weighted average (based on their personal weightings of respect) of
the estimates of all members in the group. If disagreement remains after the new probability estimates have been calculated, each person computes a new weighted average
based again on their personal weightings of respect compounded with the revised estimates of all group members. The process continues until all group members converge
upon a common probability estimate. Convergence is guaranteed under some reasonable assumptions about the respect weightings.9 In addition to the convergence result,
the algorithm accommodates all the relevant information available (i.e. the probability
estimates of all group members, as well as their weightings of respect for other group
members). The way in which members are required to revise their probability estimates
at each stage also seems intuitively correct.10 If one group member has a certain level
of respect for the opinions of another on a certain topic, then surely the first group
member is rationally committed to revising her estimate to incorporate this information. We give this last idea more attention in the next section; we support the claim but
think that it also suggests limitations for the use of formal consensus methods.
Just how members should determine their measures of respect for other group
members is perhaps the most difficult aspect of the model to operationalize. Lehrer and
Wagner (1981) think that “disinterested” respect weightings are most justifiable; these
are based on assessments of competence, rather than similarity of opinion, with respect
to the particular problem under consideration. Regan, Colyvan, and MarkovchickNicholls (2006), however, outline a case for using respect weightings based on similarity of opinion (which Lehrer and Wagner refer to as “egoistic” respect weightings). The
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chief benefit of the latter approach is that it allows the computation of respect weightings based solely on the individuals’ probability estimates—group member Ai’s
measure of respect for group member Aj is assigned based on the distance Aj’s view is
from Ai’s. This may be distinctly advantageous in practical situations where group
members are unwilling or unable to quantify their respect for the competence of others
in the group—it is one thing to acknowledge a relative ordering of respect for other
individuals in a group, it is an entirely different matter to place an abstract numerical
value on the levels of respect a person has for the views or expertise of other members
of the group. While there is evidence that group members do assign levels of respect for
other members (although perhaps non-numerical) based on similarity to their own
position (Yaniv 2004), this approach does not allow for the incorporation of other
factors that might influence an individual’s level of respect for another group member
(e.g. past behaviour, motivation behind probability assignment, perceived honesty of
disclosure).
Section 5: Stakeholders Versus Experts and the Limitations of Formal Consensus
Given the limited number of circumstances in which an individual expert is likely to
know the “right” probability distribution, we think that there will be a great many cases
for which consensus is appropriate. Indeed, as mentioned above, consensus is
mandated in many conservation contexts to ensure all stakeholders are satisfied with
the management decision, the idea being that decisions reached through consensus are
more likely to be successfully implemented and less likely to end up in legal battles
(although for problems with such mandates see Brower, Reedy, and Yelin-Kefer 2001;
Gregory, Daniels, and Fields 2001; Peterson, Peterson, and Peterson 2005). Note that
the experts in conservation decisions are sometimes also stakeholders, perhaps because
they represent agencies with particular mandated goals, or because their academic
work is motivated by a special interest. Such experts may be prepared to legally challenge a decision if they are not satisfied with the group process. We think that formal
consensus methods such as the Lehrer–Wagner model have attractive features (such as
the convergence result), and have much greater rational justification than any ad hoc
process for combining probability estimates that might arise in the course of informal
group discussion. Having acknowledged their significance, however, we want to
consider what might be the limitations of using such formal consensus methods.
Consensus may not always be possible (e.g. when stakeholders are in genuine conflict),
or even desirable, in which case other group decision-making methods may need to be
explored.
The constraints on the respect function that Lehrer and Wagner stipulate in order to
ensure consensus provide a good starting point for testing the limitations of the model.
Convergence is guaranteed only if there is “communication of respect” amongst group
members, which amounts to each individual being connected to every other through a
chain of respect. (For instance, there is a chain of respect between one group member
and a second member if the first gives positive respect to someone who gives positive
respect to someone else who gives positive respect to the second group member (Lehrer
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and Wagner 1981, 27).) At least one person in the group also has to give positive respect
to him/herself. If this “communication of respect” condition is not met, then convergence upon a common probability distribution is not guaranteed for the group. And in
such cases, the usefulness of the consensus model is questionable. An obvious conclusion that we can draw here is that the make-up of the group is very important when we
are trying to achieve consensus. But the choice of group members is of course prior to
any decision-making process, and so we might say that the consensus model cannot be
blamed for any shortcomings in group selection.11 Surely if we are talking about a
group of experts assembled to decide upon an issue within the scope of their expertise,
then we would hope that there is at least “communication of respect” within the group.
If this is not the case, then we would recommend reviewing the choice of group, rather
than reviewing the choice of decision process.
Potential problems with respect weightings highlight a deeper issue that we need to
address. Recall our distinction between “consensus” and “compromise”. When we
talk about “consensus” we mean that the group comes to some kind of genuine agreement. The probability distribution that all group members converge upon should be
rationally upheld by all; each member should be genuinely committed to this group
estimate at the end of the revision process. In order to explain this point, we might
liken the consensus algorithm to the Bayesian method of updating probabilities. A
Bayesian’s best estimate of the probability of an event is supposedly based on his/her
entire set of knowledge; and where new relevant data become available the prior probability is updated in the appropriate way to incorporate this data. We might contend
that the Lehrer–Wagner consensus method simply extends this rationale that a probability estimate should be based on all the available data. Here our data is not just the
scientific knowledge of the agent; it includes the estimates of other agents whose opinion we respect. The respect weightings an agent assigns to other group members
should be such that he/she considers the revised weighted probability to be his/her
new best estimate.
The Lehrer–Wagner model is elegant in that it aims to illustrate a consensus process
that produces a result all group members are rationally committed to. While many
group aggregation algorithms exist (Xu and Da 2003; Yeh et al. 1999), not all formal
consensus methods intend the final estimate to have such strong rational justification.
What is different about the Lehrer–Wagner model is the special meaning given to
respect weightings and the way they are contributed and used by all group members.
Of course, we acknowledge that respect of this kind is difficult to operationalize. For
this reason, heuristic respect metrics (such as proposed by Regan, Colyvan, and Markovchick-Nicholls (2006) make for a useful modification of the original Lehrer–Wagner
model. Nevertheless, it is instructive to consider the idealized version of the model in
order to better understand the types of decisions best suited to consensus. They should
be the types of decisions that involve genuine shifting of opinion according to what
fellow group members think about the issue at hand.
So what sort of questions seem suited to such shifts in opinion? Surely it is only issues
for which there is a fact of the matter that the group is trying to approximate. Indeed it
seems misguided to talk of belief at all unless there is also belief in an underlying fact of
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the matter. To do otherwise would be to commit oneself to a kind of Moore paradox
(I believe P but there is no fact of the matter about P). An example may help here.
Consider a group of experts assembled to determine the probability of persistence for
a number of species under different management plans. Each recognizes that this is a
complex problem, and that the different members of the group have different types of
expertise about the ecosystem in question. All members produce estimates of the probability of persistence that accord with the evidence as they see it. While each member
cannot trace how the other members have determined their respective probabilities
(because each person will use different conceptual models and have a different appreciation of the evidence), there is reason to think that the other group members contribute important alternative perspectives that, when taken together and weighted
appropriately, ideally converge upon the truth.12 Even if convergence is guaranteed, the
truth is not. All experts may be biased, even in judgements about objective probabilities
(e.g. Hynes and Vanmarche 1977).
Let us contrast a decision scenario such as that described above with ones that
involve substantial value judgement, where there is no obvious fact of the matter that
the group is trying to approximate. Many examples spring to mind if we are considering reaching consensus on a utility function.13 For instance, suppose there are limited
funds available to purchase land for wildlife reserves for the protection of threatened
species. One option is to secure a site that will be protective of a flagship or charismatic
threatened species, as this might promote conservation to the general public and garner
more support (such as for tigers, rhinoceroses, gorillas, birds, pandas). Another option
is to purchase a site that is protective of lesser known threatened species, such as many
plant and insect species, which are afforded less protection in environmental policy and
generally receive less public attention (e.g. virtually no insects are protected in most
jurisdictions, mainly because of a lack of scientific and public interest in their welfare).
Let’s further suppose that the umbrella or focal species concepts cannot be applied
here, that is one species cannot serve as a surrogate for other species (Lambeck 1997),
and which species you’d prefer to protect with the purchase of land is nothing more
than a question of taste. Here it seems that no objectivity grounds the choice of utility
function. In situations like this, it is questionable whether formal consensus is the
appropriate social choice mechanism—if there is no fact of the matter, why would
group members be moved to revise their respective utility estimates in the light of their
colleagues’ opinions? Without such genuine belief revision, the consensus procedure of
converging upon a shared group distribution lacks the kind of strong justification that
it otherwise enjoys.
Admittedly the cases where convergence upon a group distribution seems unreasonable will tend to be decisions about utilities rather than probabilities. In this discussion we have focused on the application of consensus methods to probability
distributions. Almost all interpretations of probability presume a connection between
probabilities and the way things are in the world—while the Bayesian recognizes the
subjectivity in probability estimates, objective Bayesians, at least, maintain that
degrees of belief are supposed to respond to the facts (frequency data, our best scientific theories and the like). So it seems that whenever a group is trying to agree upon a
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probability distribution, there will be some objective fact that underwrites the exercise
and that the final probability (hopefully) responds to the facts in an appropriate way.
Thus, provided experts recognize their responsibilities, and assuming the group is
constructed so there is “communication of respect”, convergence upon a shared group
probability distribution will generally be meaningful. While at first glance utilities look
like an altogether different and more problematic matter, in many cases formal
consensus methods will be highly applicable here too. Utilities need not always involve
insurmountable value differences. Many decisions will have sufficiently narrow scope
such that utilities can be tied to facts about the world. The example above about the
probability of persistence of a particular species under different management options
can be considered a utility assignment. The required estimates are probabilities, but
they act as utilities in this particular decision (see Regan et al. 2005 and references
therein for examples).
Our point is not that utility distributions are unsuited to formal consensus methods,
but there will be some cases where the process of converging upon a shared group utility distribution makes less sense. These are cases when there is no fact of the matter that
the group is trying to approximate. It might be a question of negotiating genuinely
conflicting stakeholder interests, rather than coming to agreement about some feature
of the world. It is not that the group members do not respect one another in these
circumstances. Of course it is hoped that they each respect one another in all the
morally commendable ways. But respect has a special meaning in formal consensus
models. For the Lehrer–Wagner model, in particular, respecting another’s opinion
means being willing to revise one’s own estimate to incorporate (with appropriate
weighting) this alternative opinion. To use a simple example: while an agent might
respect the fact that another agent rates vanilla ice-cream higher than chocolate, this is
not the kind of respect that moves the first agent to alter her own ice-cream preferences.
Section 6: Concluding Remarks
Is the group at a loss in situations where members are not inclined to alter their own
estimates based on the opinions of others? Of course not. Here, we have been talking
about the process whereby a group comes to agree on a particular probability or utility
distribution. If the decision situation is such that genuine agreement on a distribution
would be forced or contrived, the group need not call it a day; there are other
approaches to group decision-making that aim for compromise, if not consensus.
Rather than trying to forge prior agreement on both the probability and utility functions relevant to a decision, it might be more appropriate to let individual members
determine their own separate orderings for the available options, based on their own
expected utility calculations. This type of group decision will be more like an election
than consensus; it is the type of problem dealt with in traditional social choice theory.14
For example, Fox et al. (2004) reported on planning for forests in North-Eastern
Tasmania in which the viability of 11 species was explored. No single planning option
maximized prospects for all species. Any management action may act optimally for
some (or one) species and suboptimally for others. In such circumstances, actions
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cannot be defended on the grounds of objectivity. Individual utility functions are
merely a matter of taste; different members simply have different preferences due to
their particular biological interests, their aesthetic appreciation of nature, or due to
some other socially mediated value. Alternatively, the group may allow options that
satisfy, rather than optimize, conservation utilities and then maximize other values,
such as timber or water. To determine a final ranking of the management options, the
group may well combine their utility distributions according to a formal consensus
method, such as the Lehrer–Wagner method outlined above. This might give a reasonable and fair result; the method does, after all, accommodate the utility assignments of
all members. But for cases like this where the idea of a shared group utility distribution
lacks rationale, we think it more appropriate to conceive of the decision process as a
negotiation or compromise, rather than unanimous agreement, amongst members.
For instance, some kind of voting method15 for deciding which species to prioritize
might be the most transparent way to proceed.
In conclusion, decision procedures that should yield happy decision-makers will
depend on the type of problem under discussion. If the problem is one where there are
experts in the group who clearly know the relevant objective probability or utility
distribution, then there is good reason for all group members to defer to this subgroup.
We have noted, however, that most predictions regarding the impacts of our actions
and their relative worth, particularly for complex decisions in conservation biology, are
not within the knowledge base of any one individual. Moreover, it may never be worth
assuming that one or a few individuals are vastly superior judges, because the overconfidence of experts makes such assignments of superiority error-prone and susceptible to biases resulting from psychology and context. In most cases, the group should
be happy about diversity of opinion—it demonstrates (providing the group is well
chosen) the varied expertise of members. But happy resolution of diverse opinion
involves all views being taken into account in a consistent and justified manner. This is
the beauty of formal consensus methods. The particular model that we’ve focused on—
the Lehrer–Wagner model—clearly demonstrates why group members should be
happy with a formal consensus. On this model, all members supposedly adopt (in the
sense that they have reason to believe) the group probability/utility distribution at the
end of the process. Thus the group choice is effectively each person’s individual choice.
As we have pointed out, however, this is all well and good when the issue is such that
the combined expert estimates ideally converge upon the truth. Striving for the happiness of consensus where there is none to be found may lead to frustration. Hence, the
requirement of consensus in many group decision contexts in conservation biology
may be pure folly. Where we have a simple question of taste, the group decision may
be better conceived as a compromise; in such cases we recommend an alternative type
of social choice algorithm.
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Notes
[1] Pettit and List (2004) show that “proposition-wise majority voting over the judgments held by
multiple individuals on some interconnected propositions can lead to inconsistent collective
judgments on these propositions”. They call this the “discursive dilemma”. (Indeed, Arrow’s
(1963) result is shown to be a special case of the “discursive dilemma”.) According to Pettit
(2004), the group has to determine a strategy to avoid such collective inconsistencies of judgement, and in so doing becomes more than just an aggregate of individuals.
[2] We make use of the idea of objective chance, but we also acknowledge that the nature of
objective chance continues to puzzle philosophers (Hájek 2003b).
[3] Recall that we are interested in normative decision theory, so while real agents may have irrational or inconsistent preference orderings, we do not allow such orderings here.
[4] And even if there were exhaustive frequency data, there would likely still be disagreement
regarding the appropriate reference class upon which to base the probability estimate. For a
general discussion of the “reference class problem” see Hájek (2003a).
[5] There may be exceptions. For instance, Clemen and Winkler (1999, 197) cite sources who
claim empirical results show that in some cases “interaction of any kind amongst experts led
to increased over-confidence and hence poorer calibration of group probability judgments”.
[6] Of course, being conscious of the distinction and being able to demarcate reputation from
argument reliably in practice is another matter. But all we are suggesting here is that as an
idealization of the formal method, this assumption is not without some intuitive plausibility.
[7] See, for instance Mackay (1980) for a discussion of Arrow’s theorem, and the significance
of particular constraints such as the assumption that interpersonal comparison of utility is
not valid.
[8] For a thorough description of the method see Lehrer and Wagner (1981).
[9] Although, it is long-run (i.e. after possibly infinitely many iterations) convergence we’re talking about here. Investigation into the mathematical properties of the convergence (i.e. rate of
convergence, whether it is monotone, and questions about stability) under different circumstances would clearly be of great practical importance.
[10] Lehrer and Wagner (1981) are very persuasive on this point.
[11] Having said that, the Lehrer–Wagner method actually does allow some room to manoeuvre
with respect to group membership—the assignment of weights of respect means that not all
members of the group have the same voice in the decision process. Every member has the
same power to assign weights as the others but once the weights are assigned the end result
may be that some members are marginalized while others are given greater say. Of course,
such weightings do not change the group membership but they can, in effect, exclude some
members from having any serious impact on the deliberations.
[12] This example raises another, related issue, about how we should treat vagueness. Disciplines
like conservation biology and conservation management rely heavily on vague terms such as
“vulnerable” and the like (Regan, Colyvan, and Burgman 2000, 2002). The predominant view
about vagueness is that while there are cases where vague terms determinately apply and cases
where they determinately do not apply, with the borderline cases there is no fact of the matter
about whether the term applies or not. Be that as it may, agents can still have beliefs about,
and change their beliefs about, matters involving vagueness, though perhaps not for borderline cases. In any case, we set such complications aside for present purposes.
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[13] We are putting aside further problems with interpersonal comparisons of utility for the
moment.
[14] For an account of the broad issues of social choice theory, and the differing proposed group
decision algorithms, see Arrow (1963), Harsanyi (1976) and Sen (1970).
[15] See previous note for references. There are many different voting methods, each with different
properties. An obvious method is the well-known “majority rules” (with respect to which of a
pair of options is preferred), but this algorithm suffers from what is called the “voting paradox” (Arrow 1963, 2).
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